EDUCATE

Robert Webber looks
to the future of lighting,
taking into account
how the industry has
changed in his 20 years
of Scenic Lighting
In the 20 years since I started Scenic Lighting,
nearly everything has changed in the world of
lighting. Processes, technology, effects and
application are all different — it is a constant
evolutionary process, which we have always
tried to stay at the forefront of. To help us see
and influence lighting trends within domestic
gardens, I try to spend one day a week looking
at new products, both pre-market and through
our network of suppliers. We always want to
test these to their limits before we specify them
within any of our designs.
Trends are very subjective – one person’s
innovative idea can be the next person’s kitsch.
One example of this is the use of fairy lighting,
or festoon lighting as we call it: strings of lights
that can be used across pergolas, around
archways or running through trees. It’s an idea
I’ve been exploring for the last 20 years, but to
be honest the products have all stayed more on
the DIY market side of things.

PROCESSES,
TECHNOLOGY, EFFECTS
AND APPLICATION ARE ALL
DIFFERENT — IT IS A CONSTANT
EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
Technology has bought LED festoon
lighting, but it is still near impossible to find a
fairy light that can withstand our English
climate all year round. The weather
has a massive detrimental effect
on the delicate cabling often
found feeding these
lights. The only
answers we have are to
either remove the lights
at certain times of the
year – although this is
both expensive and
logistically difficult – or
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just wait for the inevitable
phone call and replace
them when they fail.
One piece of
technology that I’m
becoming increasingly
excited about is
controllable colour
change, or RGB as most
people call it. This is
where you can hue the light to a particular
colour using a simple IR controller, setting
colours to suit whatever occasion. However, I’m
probably the harshest critic of using coloured
light within a garden setting, having seen so
many badly lit ones using red, green and blue!
I’m far more interested in being able to hue
white light to a colour temperature that suits the
object or feature I wish to enhance. There are
very few lights on the market that allow you to
change the colour temperature of a white light,
so that you can have the warmest colours
within one scene, and some higher temperature
white colours within another, all from the
same fitting. I have been trialling some
for a manufacturer that we know, but
the technology isn’t ready for
market or packaged as a
quality garden light that we
would install.
I believe that in the near
future we will be using these
lights far more to extend
scene-setting capabilities beyond
simple dimming; we will have lighting

that can change
its tone to
enhance a
garden, taking
into account
natural light. It’ll start in the commercial market, as
they have far bigger budgets than you and I, but
will filter through eventually – watch this space.
I’m also keen to see and use more British
products in our designs. I have a long-standing
supplier, Gwyn Carless, who handcrafts lighting in
Derbyshire, using sheets of glass to create
contemporary fittings with LED technology. I would
love to see more young British creatives being
taught the art of manufacturing light fittings for a
growing market like ours. Who knows – after Brexit
it could become a great export.
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